
Scan
Wirelessly 
to PC or 

Mac

Scan to iOS and Android too!



Simple, Fast & Wireless!
Free yourself with ScanSnap iX500! 
Wi-Fi scanning to a PC or Mac
And now iOS and Android mobile device and tablets

Easy One-button PDF creation  
Just stack in the paperwork and press the scan button

Handles a stack of documents
Load up to 50 sheets in the automatic document feeder

Scans both sides of each page at the same time
Images are automatically straightened and cropped 
with blank sides removed

Fast and reliable document scanning
Scans up to 25 pages per minute with 
advanced paper handling

Scans business cards to 
oversized documents
With carrier sheet, scans 
A3 documents, photos, 
and much more 

Advanced paper 
feeding system
Inheriting the superior 
paper feeding technology 
of our professional-grade 
scanners, iX500 achieves 
exceptional feeding  
reliability using  
“Separation Roller” technology to minimize jams and 
multi-feeds.

Wi-Fi or USB connectivity to a computer
Break free from USB and place ScanSnap 
just about anywhere in the room with Wi-Fi 
connectivity to a PC or Mac.*

                      * May require latest online updates. Requires use of an existing wireless    
    router. Only one computer can be registered for Wi-Fi connection.

Scan directly to mobile devices
Quickly bypass the computer altogether and 
scan a PDF or JPEG file directly to an iOS or 
Android mobile device or tablet.*

                      * See list of supported devices at http://scansnap.fujitsu.com

•  Image processing: Automatic corrections and image output

•  Supports Wi-Fi: WPS (Wi-Fi Protected Setup) wireless LAN 
    (IEEE802.11b/g/n)

•  Supports USB 3.0

Built-in GI microprocessor
A dual-core CPU-mounted “GI” processor performs  
the intelligent image enhancement responsible for  
great looking images with dramatically faster results  
and more sophisticated connectivity:



Quick Menu saves time!

The ScanSnap Quick Menu for PC and Mac automatically pops 
up after scanning to provide you a variety of ways to be immedi-
ately productive with your scans. It can be easily customized to 
display just your favorites, present a recommendation, and even 
display custom profiles.

Accelerated Searchable PDF creation
Making PDF files searchable at the point of scanning is a great 

way to keep them instantly accessible and 
now you can create a searchable PDF at 
nearly the same speed as a standard PDF.

Scan to Cloud
For the ultimate in accessibility to your scans across multiple 
platforms, computers and devices, iX500 provides operators  
a convenient way to scan directly to your existing Evernote,  
Dropbox, Google Docs, SugarSync and Salesforce accounts. 

Quick Menu for Windows® shown

CardMinder for Windows® shown

Scan there! ScanSnap Folder
Scan to virtually any application or web 
service that can open, insert or attach a 
PDF or JPEG file from your Windows® 
computer. 

Organize business cards 

Scan, store, and edit business card information with the 
bundled CardMinder software for Mac and PC and even export 
data into other applications like Address Book, Excel, and 
Salesforce.  

 
ScanSnap iX500 Deluxe model

For Windows® users, Rack2-Filer Smart is a feature-rich scan-
ning and content viewing application incorporating an ultra-in-
tuitive bookcase and binder interface that gives users a familiar 
and enjoyable interaction with their scanned paperwork. Magic 
Desktop is designed to organize scans from ScanSnap as well 
as memos and images from mobile devices and upload your 
information to Facebook. 




